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Overview

The next generation of leaders, are group-oriented, pressured to succeed, and focused on careers. Understanding this combination of needs, we provide Carroll School students with three programs that address these issues and more.

The three programs we will highlight will be the Dean’s Coffee, In-gatherings, Take Home Prof.
Goals that address millennials

• Create a safe, welcoming, inclusive atmosphere

• Promote student to student connections and faculty to student connections.

• Provide immediate response for their questions advising, career etc.

• Offer a social community – the sense of being part of something

• Foster a sense of a learning community both inside and outside the classroom.

• Acknowledge that they are Goal/Career Focused

• Address their need to feel respected, have a seat at the table.
Dean’s Coffee

• Originally set up or access to the Dean, modeled after other schools

• Weekly Gathering
  – Includes Dean, advisors, faculty, and CSOM students.
Dean’s Coffee

- Programming components added:
- Employer Guests
- Resume Critiques
- Course Audit Giveaways
- Academy membership drives
- Student Advising
- Celebration of big events
In-Gathering

• Large group advising for students studying Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Operations, Information Systems, and Organizational Studies
• Fall course registration
• Introductions of faculty
• Overview of classes
In-Gathering

- Opportunity to form natural advising or mentoring relationships
- Expand their network of advising
- Sense of belonging
Take Home Prof

• Students are reimbursed up to $100 to cook dinner for professors in their apartments
• Fostering sense of learning outside the classroom
Questions?